
1.

FIELD WORK

Under the supervision of Kiya Riverman,  
Geophysics team has carried out a gravity survey  
with a relative gravimeter (CG-5 Autograv) from  
7/28/2016-8/8/2016.

Gravity measurements have been carried out on the  
same sites the GPS team has measured the surface  
elevation.

A set of skis and a wooden board have been used to  
prevent the surface from melting during the  
measurement.

GRAVITY 
DATA

CONCLUSIONS

Gravimetry has been used in this study as a reliable  
method for determining the ice thickness and the  
bedrock elevation across a longitudinal transect.

Model maximum bedrock elevations based using a  
gravimetric analysis is similar to that of Nolan (1995).

This suggests that the glacier is unstable, as the model’s  
bedrock elevation shows that Taku Glacier can  
experience a substantial retreat of up to about 66%  
loss in its ice mass when it enters the retreating phase.

Accurate ice thickness and bedrock elevation for 
Taku  Glacier (or other tidewater glaciers) are 
imperative for  estimating future retreat.
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INTRODUCTION

Taku Glacier: a tidewater glacier on the Juneau Icefield.
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All other Juneau Icefield outlet glaciers have been  
retreating but Taku Glacier has been in an advance phase  
since the mid 1800s, after completing its last retreat.

Juneau Icefield Mass Balance data from 1986–2011  
shows that Taku Glacier has a negative mass balance  
(−0.08 m a ), possibly hinting at a reentrance into  the 
retreating phase of the tidewater cycle.

The amount of retreat depends in part on the bedrock  
elevation, hence much research has been carried out to  
determine the ice thickness using different methods.

What is the Taku Glacier ice 
thickness  based on a gravimetric 
analysis?

RELATIVE GRAVIMETRY
Gravity measurement on the gravimeter is read  
relative to the measurement made on the base  
station.

We corrected the raw data measured on the field for  
latitude, free air anomaly, and bougeur anomaly. 
Tide  correction is done by the gravimeter itself.

A given model like the figure below used by 
Caldwell  (2015) is then fitted onto the corrected 
data,  estimating the ice thickness.

Landsat 8/14/2015

46 unique measurements have been made,  
including the 2 base stations on the nunataks,  
located on Camp 10 on Taku Glacier and Camp 18  
on Gilkey Trench of Vaughan-Lewis Glacier.

Gravity was measured at the base station and some  
field stations were measured multiple times to  
correct for the drift.

Measurements consisted of gravity recordings  
using relative gravimeter and the surface elevation,  
latitude, and longitude of the sites using GPS

Gtheo = g0 + gf  + gB
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